Social Distancing Room Management
SD001 (868MHz) / SD101 (902MHz)

MobiusFlow® enabled gateway
Room access status based on people
from iaconnects
count and occupancy.

The social distancing management
system from IAconnects monitors the
people count and occupancy status of
communal areas such as bathrooms,
kitchens and meeting areas and
displays access status accordingly.
Once the count monitors occupancy at an acceptable
level to be in accordance with social distancing rules then
the access status of a particular area changes
automatically.

•Bathrooms
•Meeting Rooms
•Kitchen Areas

•Common Areas
•Print Rooms
•Supply Rooms

Once the people flow count (in/out) reaches a certain
limit a ‘requires cleaning’ status can also be set to alert
building maintenance staff that a particular area requires
attention.
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Social Distancing Room Management

Part No. SD001 (868MHz) / SD102 (902MHz)
The Social Distance Management kit consists of a MobiusFlow Wifi
Gateway, 12 Month MobiusFlow subscription, pre-configured with 1
people counter and 1 visual displays depending on customer requirements.
Devices can be increased as required.

MobiusFlow® Edge Gateway with Wi-Fi - Part no. GW001

MobiusFlow enabled gateway from IAconnects transforms your data into
business advantage. Allow efficient operation whilst enabling secure data
from sensors and controllers stored locally or cloud based to provide
intelligent diagnostics and control, resulting in optimum savings for the
operator.

MobiusFlow Edge Gateway with Wi-Fi

People Counting Sensor - Part no. SEN021

Multi-directional people counting device for occupancy level and retail
analytics. Simply, quickly and accurately count the number of people that
visit your building, facility or event, using the 'people count' sensor. More
than 95% accurate*, it is one of the most reliable 'people count' sensors on
the market: even during busy times. The patented image analysis algorithms
create a 3D virtual environment allowing accurate counting of people
entering and leaving. Individually set counting lines track which way
people go after entering, allowing you to analyse traffic flow from the point
of entry.

People counting sensor.

2.2” Display Unit - Part no. DISP001

The 2.2” wall mounted display unit from IAconnects allows automated
notifications, warnings and room based information to be displayed as
required. The Wi-Fi enabled device connects to a MobiusFlow gateway or
cloud service and can display information such as ‘No Entry’ signs or ‘desk
available’ based on building and facility managers’ requirements.

Visual display can be modified to suit customer requirements

The people counter creates a 3D
virtual environment to allow accurate
counting of people entering and
leaving. Individually set counting lines
track which way people go after
entering, allowing you to analyse
traffic flow from the point of entry.
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